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The hypotenuse and corporate risk modeling
“I’m teeming with a lot o’ news
With many cheerful facts about the square of the hypotenuse.”
—W.S. Gilbert1
“…buys movie rights for six million rubles, changing title to The Eternal Triangle, with
Ingrid Bergman playing part of hypotenuse.”
—Tom Lehrer2

If you’re a risk manager, you probably rarely think about the hypotenuse. Maybe you remember from school
days that it’s the long side of a right-angled triangle. Maybe the word conjures up one of the songs above. But
if you’re building probabilistic models for your company, the hypotenuse can save you time—and maybe even
save your company money.
Increasingly, real-economy companies (corporates) are modeling the volatility of key metrics in their business
plan: cash flow, earnings, portfolio value, and a range of other financial metrics. The results can be quite
powerful. What is your company’s likelihood of running out of money, being downgraded, or being able to meet
growth aspirations? And what can be done to shape it? Hedging, contracting changes, adjusting the financial
structure, prioritizing the growth portfolio—all of these can be looked at in an integrated fashion.
The drivers of these models are external variables, such as currency exchange rates and commodity prices,
and internal ones, such as operational efficiency, uptime, yield, and project costs or delays. Companies that
start building these models quickly come up with 20 to 25 such drivers, even ignoring harder-to-quantify
strategic or operational risks.
The reality is that typically only a handful of these drivers really matter and are worthwhile to model in detail. The
reason is the hypotenuse.

The Major-General’s most important fact
Gilbert’s Major-General (perhaps fortunately) does not share his cheerful facts about the hypotenuse. For us,
the most important cheerful fact is the following: the length of the hypotenuse is disproportionally affected by
the length of the triangle’s longer side. Consider Exhibit 1.

Exhibit 1 The triangle’s longer side disproportionally affects the length of the hypotenuse.
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“I Am the Very Model of a Modern Major-General,” The Pirates of Penzance.
“Lobachevsky,” Songs by Tom Lehrer.
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The length of the hypotenuse of each triangle follows the law of the sum of squares (the Pythagorean theorem).
That means that in the triangle at left, the 3 side, just a bit shorter than the 4 side, only contributes 36 percent (32
divided by 52) of the length of the hypotenuse. If the 3 drops to 2, the hypotenuse shortens to 4.47; if the 4 drops
to 3, it shortens more, to 4.24 (all calculated with the same square-root and sum-of-squares formula). So the
longer side is more important. The difference is even more extreme in the skinnier triangle at right: the 1 side
contributes very little to the hypotenuse (4.12)—its length basically all comes from the 4 side.
What does this have to do with risk modeling? Suppose your business had only two volatility drivers, both
normally distributed and completely independent (strong assumptions, I agree). Probability theory implies
that the combined level of volatility—to your cash flows or other financial metrics—follows the same law of
the sum of squares, just like the hypotenuse. If the first driver contributes $3 million of risk to your bottom line
(whether that’s a “standard deviation” measure or something like a 95th percentile value at risk) and the second
contributes $4 million, the two together will contribute $5 million. At the heart of this is the somewhat esoteric
fact that the so-called variance of the sum of two independent normally distributed random variables is the sum
of the two variances. The result is that, just as we saw for the triangles, the $3 million risk contributes a bit less
than its fair share than the $4 million one; if it is only $1 million instead of $3 million, it contributes next to nothing.

Blasting the Major-General into hyperspace to save modeling time
Now suppose you (shockingly) have more than two volatility drivers—for instance, the $4 million one, the
$3 million one, and a couple of $1 million ones, all mutually independent. The law of the sum of squares still
applies. If you add just one $1 million driver to the mix, your total volatility increases from $5 million to $5.1 million
(√(42+32+12)). The hypotenuse equivalent is a bit harder to visualize, since you now need three dimensions: it’s
as if you stretched one corner of the triangle one unit out of the page.
What’s more, you would need to add six independent $1 million drivers to get up to $5.5 million in total. The
Major-General’s cheerful facts about the hypotenuse now live in eight dimensions, which is perhaps beyond
even his exceptional ability to visualize. But the math and its consequences are still the same.
This means that if you initially identified 20 to 25 independent volatility drivers, you should first do a quick sensitivity
analysis and rank them based on individual impact. The smallest ones will have a minuscule impact on total
volatility. In fact, because of the squaring of the hypotenuse, any time the next factor is only half as big as the one
before, it will contribute only a quarter as much to total volatility. You will typically find that beyond the top three to
five—or, at most, six to eight—factors, others contribute next to nothing with regard to incremental volatility. You can
essentially ignore them in your risk model, or at least make only crude estimates, and not be too far off the mark.

Who’s your Ingrid Bergman?
Wait a moment. Is it true you can ignore everything except a handful of risks? What about “black swans”? I’ve
chosen my words carefully—talking about independent, normally distributed volatility drivers and focusing on
total volatility. This is the level of risk in the middle of the probability curve. Tail-effect risks do matter, but you should
be treating those differently in your model anyway. It makes no sense to force fit something that has only a 1
percent chance of happening into a model that focuses on the middle of the curve; it is equally nonsensical to try
to draw conclusions about the 1 percent overall tail based on volatility-factor correlations and even basic business
assumptions that may be far from true in this extreme case. Those are risks you need to manage in a different way.
What if the distributions aren’t normal? Fortunately, if your volatility drivers are fairly bell shaped, more fancy
math (the central-limit theorem) proves that the types of interactions they are likely to have in your business
plan will probably result in outcomes that are even more bell shaped. The deviation from normality may still
be quite important—you don’t have license to replace everything with simple bell curves!—but the law of the
hypotenuse still applies approximately.
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And what if the drivers are not independent? Clearly, if one of your seemingly smaller drivers is highly correlated
with one of the big ones, you can’t ignore it; it will count. Exhibit 2 illustrates this.
If the 3 and 1 factors were independent, they would be at right angles in the triangle on the left. The hypotenuse
would have a length of 3.16 (√(32+12)), nearly the same as 3. The fact that they are related translates into forming
a spread-out, non-right-angled triangle. Because both shorter legs point more or less in the same direction,
horizontally, they add up. The “hypotenuse” (if you abuse the term for a non-right-angled triangle) now has a
length of 3.90, nearly the 4 you would get if the 3 and 1 were perfectly correlated volatility drivers—two different
consequences of the same risk that simply added up.

Exhibit 2 The triangle can be transformed.
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Now look at the trick on the right-hand side of the exhibit. The 3–1–3.9 triangle is boxed in a right-angled
triangle with the same hypotenuse. For risk managers, the interesting thing is that the new horizontal leg is a
short extension of the old one and is in fact quite close to being the hypotenuse. The deviation is that little right
angle leg of length 0.5. Translating that back into volatility land, we can get rid of the correlated 3 and 1 drivers
and replace them with a tweaked 3.9 driver and an independent, negligible 0.5 driver. Brigitte Bardot played
the role of Tom Lehrer’s hypotenuse; the new 3.9 risk driver plays the hypotenuse here.
This little trick uses mathematics with frightening names like “orthogonal decomposition,” “eigenvector,” and
“principal component analysis,” based on what species of mathematician you’re talking with. Fortunately, risk
managers can ignore all that. The lesson is that you should try to replace messy clusters of nonindependent
volatility drivers with a central volatility theme—Brigitte Bardot, for instance—and additional, much smaller,
independent drivers complementing it.
I get very nervous when I see risk models that include large numbers of highly correlated (r = 0.7 or 0.8 or
0.9) volatility drivers. This comes up often, for example, in first-generation risk models with different energy
prices—such as crude oil, gasoline, diesel, heating oil, or even West Texas Intermediate versus Brent crude. It’s
easy to hit a data set with a formula and calculate an r value between columns, but it depends on what you’re
correlating with what and assumes a certain linear, instantaneously time-linked relationship that rarely holds.
It is much better to identify the important underlying factor (crude price in this instance) and then, as needed,
layer on spreads and differentials. You will also find that your reshaped, nearly independent volatility drivers
drop off in importance just as in the previous section, and the prioritization principle of the hypotenuse applies.
Additionally, you will have crystallized your model’s sensitivities to focus on what really matters.

Saving money with the hypotenuse
So far, these multidimensional tricks with the hypotenuse largely save the risk manager or modeler time.
Perhaps that time is refocused on deeper analysis of the important drivers, perhaps not. But in some cases,
companies can save money by applying the same logic.
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An airline recently needed to reduce its level of cash-flow volatility. Like all airlines, it had a certain hedging
strategy for fuel. However, recent market moves had increased its exposure to one foreign currency. It was
intending to hedge away this exposure with financial derivatives—something quite easy to implement in its
case. However, analysis showed that volatility from this currency was four to five times less than that from fuel
(after the airline’s current hedging) and was one of three factors in the second tier of importance. As a result of
the hypotenuse, even if they hedged currency risk away completely, their total volatility would be reduced by a
minuscule 3 percent. The company decided to not do any currency hedging and save the cost, because of the
negligible total volatility impact. (It also thought about redeploying the currency-hedging budget to do more fuel
hedging—which would have reduced its overall volatility by five times more than hedging currency—but didn’t
do so for other reasons.)
In a similar example, an increasingly diversified metals and mining conglomerate decided to curtail its hedging
of several commodity and currency risk factors. Calculations indicated that the benefit of hedging was no
longer worth the cost, due to diversification. The company had two dominant metal-price exposures that
investors did not want it to hedge; everything else was a minor contributor to overall volatility and not worth
spending money to mitigate.


Given the shocks of the recent economic cycle, risk managers are under a lot of pressure to do more. It’s
equally important to look out for where we can, and should, do less. The hypotenuse can help—and you’re
welcome to whistle Gilbert and Sullivan or Tom Lehrer while you work.3
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You could also try Pete Namlook and David Moufang’s “Hardwired—Hypotenuse” (2001). But whistling
electronica is hard: nearly as hard as finding a way to work music without any lyrics into an article.

Martin Pergler is a senior expert in McKinsey’s Montréal office.
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